1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The high moisture content of food has always been an obstacle to the availability of all-season products. The methods for reducing moisture content are the key solutions for improving storage life of products such as vegetables ([@bib8]; [@bib19]).

Drying process is one of the oldest techniques used to master water in food products. This process involves heat and mass transfers both internally and externally, which can alter the nutritional and organoleptic quality of the dried products ([@bib4]; [@bib24]). Several factors, such as the experimental conditions, the origin, the shape and the texture of the products, have an influence on these transfers and make complex the microscopic study of the kinetics of drying ([@bib12]; [@bib13]). Thus, to ensure the control of the process, some researchers have resorted to the mathematical modelling of these transfers either separately ([@bib1A]; [@bib5A]), or coupled ([@bib3A]; [@bib6A]). However, Empirical models based on simultaneous heat and mass transfers best describe the dehydration process. These models rely on fundamental physical phenomena such as diffusion, capillary theories and thermodynamics of irreversible phenomena. The solutions of these models refer to statistical methods of nonlinear regression ([@bib14]; [@bib26]; [@bib29]; [@bib36]).

Previous research studies on different food products show that mathematical modelling allows to control these complex physical phenomena and to optimize the drying process. Nonetheless, these models do not provide enough information on the products shape changes during drying. Their validity depends on the experimental conditions, but also on the specificities of the products and implies a certain number of hypotheses.

Most of the studies related to the drying of food products in the literature refer to tomato ([@bib33]), okra, ginger, cassava ([@bib1]), onion ([@bib20]; [@bib21]; [@bib34]) and carrot ([@bib31]).

In Senegal, onions bulbs are one of the most commonly used staple foods, and this because of its flavours development in meals. The annual consumption ranges from 150,000 to 250,000 tons ([@bib2A]).

However, onion perishability due to its high moisture content which ranges from 83% to 92% ([@bib3]; [@bib11]) and the non-mastery of drying process optimization lead to major post-harvest losses in Senegal.

The rationales of this research paper are the deficiencies noted above, as well as the influence of the origin of the products on drying kinetics and the lack of data in the literature on these four varieties.

The objective of this study is to optimize and master by mathematical modelling of both oven and solar greenhouse drying kinetics of four onion varieties grown in Senegal and to establish characteristic drying curves. Empirical mathematical models are tested in this paper to determine the best model for predicting drying kinetics for a better cost and quality control under different experimental conditions.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Materials {#sec2.1}
--------------

### 2.1.1. Plant materials {#sec2.1.1}

The main four local onion varieties grown in Senegal, namely Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1, and Orient F1, are used in this study. The maturity levels of the four onion varieties expressed in terms of percentage of leaf loss at the beginning of harvest are superior to 85% because it needs less activation energy for drying ([@bib7]).

### 2.1.2. Drying and analysis equipment {#sec2.1.2}

The equipments used for the drying process are an oven (Memmert brand with 0.1 °C accuracy), a solar greenhouse with a ventilation system to regulate the temperature and humidity of the ambient air, and pyrex cups and racks respectively for spreading the onion samples in thin monolayer in the oven and in the solar greenhouse ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1(a) Photo of the pyrex cups for monitoring drying kinetics in the oven and (b) photo of a rack for monitoring drying kinetics in the solar greenhouse.Fig. 1

To ensure the homogeneity of the samples, a chopper was used for the cutting and a micrometer (RS PRO brand with a reading range of 0--25 mm and 0.001 mm accuracy) to measure the size of the samples.

The instruments used to monitor the critical parameters for the drying process are sensors set in the four corners of the solar greenhouse and on the racks for temperature and humidity reading, an anemometer (TFA Dotsmann brand with 0.05 m s^−1^ accuracy), a thermohygrometer (Voltcraft brand with 1 °C accuracy), a precision scale (Denver instrument brand with 0.0001g accuracy) and laboratory glassware.

### 2.1.3. Statistical analysis and modelling tools {#sec2.1.3}

Data exploitation and modelling are carried out with both the R version 3.4.0 ([@bib4A]) software for the comparison test between the two drying methods, the analysis of variance and measure concordances, and the scilab version 6.0.0 software as a scientific computing tool to calculate the parameters of different models, to identify the best drying kinetics mathematical model and to establish the characteristic drying curve for each variety.

2.2. Methods {#sec2.2}
------------

### 2.2.1. Drying kinetics protocol {#sec2.2.1}

The study and optimization of the drying kinetics of the local onion varieties were performed with the gravimetric method. The thicknesses of the onion slices are on average 1.7 mm ([@bib10]; [@bib25]; [@bib27]).

For each of the four varieties, the drying was carried out three times in the same operating conditions and the samples are spread in thine monolayer on the pyrex cups for the oven and on the rack for the solar greenhouse.

The weight losses are monitored every hour until a constant weight reached, and the stability moisture target for dried products is ≤8% ([@bib15]; [@bib16]; [@bib22]).

The initial moisture content (X~0~) and the moisture at the end of each drying hour (X~exp,t~) were determined via desiccation at 105 °C for 2 h:➢The initial moisture content$$\mathbf{X}_{0}\  = \ \frac{\mathbf{m}_{0} - \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{s},\ 0}}{\mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{s},\ 0}}$$with m~o~ the weight of the non-dried product and m~s,0~ its weight after desiccation.➢The moisture content at the different drying hours$$\mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{\exp},\ \mathbf{t}}\  = \ \frac{\mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{t}} - \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{s},\ \ \mathbf{t}}}{\mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{s},\ \ \mathbf{t}}}$$with m~t~ the weight of the product at the end of a given time and m~s,t~ its weight after desiccation.

The drying experiences are set in an oven and a solar greenhouse in order to determine whether both processes provide identical drying kinetics or which one is more efficient.

#### 2.2.1.1. Oven drying protocol {#sec2.2.1.1}

First, the experiments were done at a temperature ranging from 50 °C to 70 °C with a step of 5 °C to determine the optimum temperature/time to obtain stable products. A drying air velocity of 2.4 m s-^1^ and a relative humidity between 10 and 15% are the other important experimental conditions set up for the oven drying as suggested in the literature ([@bib5]; [@bib12]; [@bib13]; [@bib20]; [@bib21]; [@bib34]).

For each of the four varieties, ten grams of thinly chopped onions from three different bulbs are spread in the pyrex cups.

#### 2.2.1.2. Solar greenhouse drying protocol {#sec2.2.1.2}

The four varieties are dried simultaneously. A total of 12 kg of thinly chopped onions of each variety were spread into three monolayers over the racks for one variety per rack.

Inside the solar greenhouse, removable room sensors monitor the evolution of the temperature and the relative humidity, which are the two key parameters for drying. The relative humidity and the temperature in the solar greenhouse dryer vary respectively between 10 and 60% and 35 °C - 65 °C. The drying of the four onion varieties was done for two days in order to achieve moisture stability.

#### 2.2.1.3. Modelling of drying kinetics {#sec2.2.1.3}

Nine empirical mathematical models are tested for modelling the four onion varieties thin layer drying kinetics. The models equations of Lewis, Henderson and Pabis, Page, Logarithmic, Two-term, Two-term exponential, Approximation of diffusion, Verma et al., Midilli et al. are used to calculate the predicted reduced moisture content (Xrpred) ([@bib9]; [@bib17]; [@bib18]; [@bib23]; [@bib28]; [@bib31]; [@bib32]).

As for the experimental reduced moisture content (Xrexp), it is calculated with the following formula:$$\mathbf{X}\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{\exp},\ \mathbf{t}}\  = \ \frac{\mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{\exp},\ \mathbf{t}}\  - \ \mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{eq}}}{\mathbf{X}_{0}\  - \ \mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{eq}}}$$WhereXrexp,t is the experimental reduced moisture content at different drying times;Xexp,t: the moisture content at the different drying times;X~0~: the initial moisture content;Xeq: the moisture content at equilibrium, small in front of Xexp,t and X~0~, is neglected.

The parameters of the model are estimated with nonlinear regression with Scilab software. The least squares method is used to determine the best model by calculating the determination coefficient R^2^, which must be close to 1 to reflect a lower data dispersion. The fit between the experimental data to those predicted with the best model is evaluated with the chi-square test (χ^2^) whose value must be closest to 0. The formulas are as follows:$$\mathbf{R}^{2}\  = \ \frac{{\sum_{\mathbf{i} = 1}^{\mathbf{n}}\left( \mathbf{Xr}\ \mathbf{pred},\mathbf{i}\ –\ \overline{\mathbf{Xr}\ }\mathbf{pred} \right)}^{2}}{{\sum_{\mathbf{i} + 1}^{\mathbf{n}}\left( \mathbf{Xr}\ \mathbf{\exp},\mathbf{i}\  - \overline{\mathbf{Xr}\ }\mathbf{\exp} \right)}^{2}}$$$$\mathbf{\chi}^{2}\  = \ \frac{{\sum_{\mathbf{i} = 1}^{\mathbf{n}}\left( \mathbf{Xr}\ \mathbf{\exp},\mathbf{i} - \mathbf{Xr}\ \mathbf{pred},\mathbf{i} \right)}^{2}}{\mathbf{N} - \mathbf{n}}$$With N the number of experimental data and n the number of parameters for the model.

The drying rates of the four onion varieties at different temperatures are plotted by deriving the equations of the best models.$$\frac{\mathbf{dXrpred}}{\mathbf{dt}}\  = \ \mathbf{f}\left( \mathbf{t} \right)$$

#### 2.2.1.4. Drying characteristic curves {#sec2.2.1.4}

The Drying Characteristic Curves (DCCs) allow to study the behaviour of the products without taking into account the complex phenomena of internal transfers. The drying rates depending on the predicted reduced moisture content are plotted on the same graph for all temperatures used in this experiment.$$\frac{\mathbf{dXrpred}}{\mathbf{dt}}\  = \ \mathbf{f}\left( \mathbf{Xrpred} \right)$$

The DCC for each variety is obtained by regression on the drying rate curve depending on the reduced moisture content. It thus reflects the behaviour of the product regardless of the conditions of the experiments and represents the product identity card. The equations of the curves are set by regression using Scilab.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

The coefficient of LIN obtained with the numerical statistical test of LIN for all the different temperatures vary between 0.9994 and 0.9999 with a confidence interval of \[0.9992; 0,9999\]. And, this shows that there is a perfect match between the three measures done for each variety both for the oven and the solar greenhouse drying.

3.1. The evolution of the four onion varieties moisture content during drying by oven and solar greenhouse {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figs. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} respectively show, depending on the drying time, the evolution of the moisture content of Galmi violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties dried in an oven and in a solar greenhouse. The determination of the moisture contents is performed from [Eqs. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}.Fig. 2Moisture content evolution of the four dried onion varieties in an oven.Fig. 2Fig. 3Moisture content evolution of the four dried onion varieties in a solar greenhouse.Fig. 3

The moisture removal rate of the four onion varieties increases with the controlled drying temperature in the oven. For drying temperatures of 50 °C, 55 °C, 60 °C, 65 °C and 70 °C in the oven, the drying times, required to reach the stability moisture (≤8%), are respectively specified below:➢Galmi Violet after 8h, 7h, 6h, 5h et 4h;➢Safari after 10h, 9h, 7h, 6h et 5h;➢Gandiol F1 after 11h, 9h, 7h, 6h et 5h;➢Orient F1 after 9h, 8h, 7h, 5h et 5h.

It appears ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) that the drying time decreases with the increase of temperature. Moreover, the best time-temperature drying couples in the oven are 55--65 °C/7h--8h with an optimum at 60 °C/6h (Galmi Violet) and 7h (Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1).

The moisture stability of the four dried onion varieties in the solar greenhouse ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) is reached after 8h for the Safari and Gandiol F1 varieties and 9h for the Galmi Violet and Orient F1 varieties. At the beginning of the first drying day, the temperature in the solar greenhouse increases and stabilizes at a maximum of about 65 °C after 2 h, then the temperature decreases to 35 °C at the end of the first drying day. The drying process was stopped for day 1 after 7 h because the water removal becomes weak and the low temperatures can affect the dried products quality. Depending on the variety, the onions moisture contents are between 8 and 10% after 7 h of drying in day 1. At the starting of drying on the second day, the drying process resumes with these same moisture contents (no variation in the dried onions moisture content is observed during the night due to storage in a desiccator). On the second drying day, the stability moisture content is reached after 1--2 h depending on the variety.

The statistical test results for the comparison of the oven drying kinetics data with that in the solar greenhouse, are between \[-0.44906; 0.73362\] for the Student parameter (t), \[0.4697--0.9572\] for the p-value and \[24--26\] for the degree of freedom (df).

Whatever the oven drying temperature, the p-values \> 5% show that, there is no significant difference between oven drying and solar greenhouse drying kinetics ([@bib6]).

3.2. Modelling oven drying kinetics {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Determination of the best model for the reduced moisture content {#sec3.2.1}

#### 3.2.1.1. Statistical parameters ranking of the different models {#sec3.2.1.1}

The statistical criteria obtained by the least squares method are shown in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} respectively for Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties.Table 1Statistical criteria to choose the Galmi Violet best model.Table 1Galmi Violet ModelsTemperature (° C)5055606570R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^Approximation of diffusion0.58050.01730.62540.01430.67740.01170.68400.01400.69550.0173Two-term exponential0.58050.01510.62540.01230.67740.00980.68400.01120.69550.0130Lewis0.58050.01350.62540.01080.67740.00840.68400.00930.69550.0104Two-term0.63540.02340.67400.01970.71780.01630.71930.02010.72630.0272Henderson &Pabis0.63540.01760.67400.01400.71780.01090.71930.01210.72630.0136Logarithmique0.82170.00890.84710.00720.87720.00560.89080.00600.90800.0066Midilli et al0.94930.02850.89080.00930.88250.00910.81350.00830.83820.0108Page0.98400.00090.98720.00060.98710.00040.98350.00040.98900.0006Verma et al.0.98480.00120.99250.00070.99650.00050.98290.00090.96720.0018Table 2Statistical criteria to choose the Safari best model.Table 2Safari ModelsTemperature (° C)5055606570R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^Approximation of diffusion0.58140.01420.65340.01070.74480.00590.80730.00420.90810.0017Two-term exponential0.58140.01260.65340.00940.74480.00500.80730.00360.90810.0015Lewis0.58140.01130.65340.00830.74480.00440.80730.00310.90810.0013Two-term0.64510.01960.69960.01450.77800.00800.82570.00550.91420.0022Henderson &Pabis0.64510.01530.69960.01080.77800.00570.82570.00390.91420.0015Logarithmique0.84480.00570.87300.00470.90100.00300.91120.00290.93890.0016Midilli et al.0.84500.04160.87490.01750.98430.01810.86720.00720.87610.0050Page0.99350.00030.98240.00040.99520.00030.98430.00060.97430.0005Verma et al.0.98840.00030.99280.00070.99490.00020.98870.00060.97800.0005Table 3Statistical criteria to choose the Gandiol F1 best model.Table 3Gandiol F1 ModelsTemperature (° C)5055606570R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^Approximation of diffusion0.59770.01250.62800.01180.67850.00950.70980.00890.80700.0047Two-term exponential0.59770.01140.62800.01060.67850.00830.70980.00760.80700.0040Lewis0.59770.01050.62800.00970.67850.00740.70980.00670.80700.0035Two-term0.64680.01650.67410.01530.71670.01250.74000.01170.82070.0060Henderson &Pabis0.64680.01380.67410.01230.71670.00940.74000.00840.82070.0043Midilli et al.0.74280.03670.77720.01600.97640.01090.96400.01090.88740.0071Logarithmique0.82460.00660.87410.00480.89460.00370.90420.00370.90580.0034Page0.98320.00080.96650.00080.97960.00050.98350.00070.97310.0006Verma et al.0.98460.00120.97500.00180.98360.00100.98120.00120.98340.0006Table 4Statistical criteria to choose the Orient F1 best model.Table 4Orient F1 ModelsTemperature (° C)5055606570R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^R^2^χ^2^Approximation of diffusion0.67860.00860.71100.00760.75500.00680.80240.00500.90160.0022Two-term exponential0.67860.00770.71100.00660.75500.00590.80240.00420.90160.0019Lewis0.67860.00700.71100.00590.75500.00510.80240.00360.90160.0016Two-term0.71210.01140.74370.01010.77880.00900.82090.00670.90810.0029Henderson &Pabis0.71210.00910.74370.00750.77880.00640.82090.00440.90810.0019Midilli et al.0.78590.01140.97050.01760.84130.00970.88700.00630.96460.0021Logarithmique0.82070.00650.88030.00410.88570.00460.92550.00290.95300.0019Page0.99410.00100.98340.00050.97400.00080.98180.00050.97950.0007Verma et al.0.98440.00040.99390.00050.98330.00080.99370.00060.98150.0008

The values of R^2^ and χ^2^ ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) show that the Verma et al. model fits better the Galmi Violet variety experimental reduced moisture in the temperature range of 50 °C to 60 °C, whereas for the 65 °C and 70 °C temperature, the Page model is the best. Depending on the drying temperature, the R^2^ and χ^2^ values are respectively between 0.9835 and 0.9890 and 0.0004 and 0.0009 for the Page model; between 0.9672 and 0.9965 and 0.0005 and 0.0018 for the Verma et al. model. For all combined temperatures, the averages of R^2^ and χ^*2*^ are respectively 0.9862 and 0.0006 with the Page model and 0.9848 and 0.0010 with the Verma et al. model. Thus, the Page model is the best model for the Galmi Violet variety with a R^2^ slightly closer to 1 than that of Verma et al. model.

For the Safari variety ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), it appears that, depending on the drying temperature, the best model is either Page (R^2^ between 0.9743 and 0.9952, χ^2^ between 0.0003 and 0.0006) or Verma et al. (R^2^ between 0.9780 and 0.9949, χ2 0.0002 and 0.0007). The evolution trend of the R^2^ depending on the drying temperature is irregular with the Page model, whereas with the Verma et al. model, the trend is increasing for each 5 °C step temperature raise in the range of 50 °C to 60 °C and drops when temperature is higher than 65 °C. On the other hand, the averages of R^2^ and χ^2^, for all combined temperatures, are respectively 0.9885 and 0.0004 with the Page model and 0.9961 and 0.0005 with the Verma et al. model. The empirical Verma et al. model, with the R^2^ closest to 1, is the best model for the Safari variety at all temperatures.

Among the nine models implemented for Gandiol F1 variety drying kinetics, the best model is either the Page model or the Verma et al. model according to the drying temperature ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The evolution of the R^2^ depending on the drying temperature is irregular for these two models. The R^2^ values vary between 0.9665 to 0.9835 for Page model and 0.9750 to 0.9846 for Verma et al. model, whereas the χ^2^ values are relatively stable and range from 0.0005 to 0.0008 for the Page model and from 0.0006 to 0.0018 for the Verma et al. model.

For all combined temperatures, the averages of R^2^ and χ^2^ for the Gandiol F1 variety are respectively 0.9772 and 0.0007 for the Page model and 0.9882 and 0.0012 for Verma et al. model. With a R^2^ higher than that of the Page model, the empirical Verma et al. model is the best model to fit the experimental drying kinetics data for the Gandiol F1variety.

As for the three other varieties, the evolution trend of the R^2^ is irregular with both the Page and Verma et al. models ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). The averages of R^2^ and χ^2^ for the Orient F1 variety are respectively 0.9826 and 0.0007 with the Page model and 0.9873 and 0.0006 with the Verma et al. model for all combined temperatures. Therefore, the empirical Verma et al. model is the best all-temperature model for the Orient F1 variety. Nonetheless, for the four varieties, the Student statistical test indicates a non-significant difference (p-value \> 5%) between the R^2^ and χ^2^ values obtained with the Page and Verma et al. models.

#### 3.2.1.2. Evolution of the experimental reduced moisture content and that predicted by Verma et al. Model for drying in an oven {#sec3.2.1.2}

[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b) show, depending on the drying time, the evolution of both the experimental reduced moisture content values and the predicted values with the best empirical mathematical Verma et al. model.Fig. 4Evolution of the reduced moisture content depending on drying time (marks correspond to experimental values and lines to mathematical model predicted values).Fig. 4

The equation for the best model is:$$\mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{rpred},\mathbf{t}} = \mathbf{a}\mathbf{e}^{- \mathbf{kt}} + \left( {1 - \mathbf{a}} \right)\mathbf{e}^{- \mathbf{gt}}$$With "a", "k" and "g" being the parameters of the model determined by multiple regression at each temperature.

Whatever the drying temperature of Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties in the oven, these curves indicate an almost perfect fit between the experimental reduced moisture contents and those predicted by the Verma et al. model. In fact, for this model, to each 5 °C step temperature raise, the temperatures that allow to observe a better dispersion (R^2^ closest to 1) and a better fit (χ^2^ closest to 0) are:➢For the Galmi Violet variety, the temperature range from 50 °C to 60 °C with R^2^ values varying between 0.9848 to 0.9965 and χ^2^ values between 0.0005 to 0.0012. From 65 °C the dispersion (R^2^ 0.9672 and 0.9829) and the fit (χ^2^ 0.0009 and 0.0018) are less perfect;➢For the Safari variety, the temperature range from 50 °C to 65 °C with R^2^ values varying between 0.9884 to 0.9949 and χ^2^ values between 0.0002 to 0.0007. At 70 °C, the dispersion begins to delete (R^2^ 0.9780);➢For the Gandiol F1 variety, the temperature range from 50 °C to 70 °C with R^2^ values varying between 0.9812 to 0.9846 and χ^2^ between 0.0006 to 0. 0012 except at 55 °C (R^2^ = 0.9750 and χ^2^ = 0.0018);➢For the Orient F1 variety, the temperature range from 50 °C to 70 °C, with R^2^ values varying between 0.9815 to 0.9939 and χ^2^ between 0.0004 and 0.0008.

When comparing the average R^2^ and the average χ^2^ between the four varieties for all combined temperatures, it appears that the ranking according to the least dispersion criterion is Safari, Gandiol F1, Orient F1 and Galmi Violet, while the ranking according to the best fit criterion is Safari, Orient F1, Galmi Violet and Gandiol F1.

### 3.2.2. Determination of drying characteristic curves {#sec3.2.2}

[Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b) represent the Drying Characteristic Curves (DCCs) of Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties. These curves describe the behaviour of the four onion varieties at the macroscopic level.Fig. 5Drying characteristic curves of Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties.Fig. 5

The drying characteristic curves of the four varieties ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) indicate that the drying rate increases at the beginning of drying process and shows a pseudo-plateau corresponding to a constant drying rate for values of reduced moisture content between 0.55 and 0.7. From 0.55, the more the reduced moisture contents decrease, the more the drying rates decrease for the four varieties. For the four varieties drying characteristic curves, the models ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}) set by multiple regression are third order polynomials.Table 5Equations of drying characteristic curves of the Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties.Table 5VarietyEquationGalmi Violet$dXr/dt = 7,75\ Xr^{3} - 7,98\ Xr^{2} + 0,52\ Xr\  - 0,220$Safari$dXr/dt = 4,90\ Xr^{3} - 4,15\ Xr^{2}\  - 0,85\ Xr\  - 0,096$Gandiol F1$dXr/dt = 6,50\ Xr^{3} - 6,44Xr^{2} + 0,024\ Xr\  - 0,16$Orient F1$dXr/dt = 4,54\ Xr^{3} - 3,77\ Xr^{2}\  - 0,96\ Xr\  - 0,082$

The constants of the Galmi Violet variety polynomial equation are higher, followed by those of Gandiol F1, Safari and Orient F1. The R^2^ values of the polynomial models set for the Drying Characteristic Curves (DCCs) of the four varieties are better in the reduced moisture content range between 0.1 and 0.7 than between 0 and 1. These values are respectively in the range of 0.932--0.987 and 0.719 to 0.819 depending on the varieties. Thus, for all the varieties, the polynomial trend curves better describe the DCCs for reduced moisture contents from 0.1 to 0.7. More general trend curves are to be developed for reduced moisture contents from 0 to 1. The best fit between the trend curve and the experimental data of the DCC is observed with first Gandiol F1, then Orient F1, Safari and Galmi Violet. The ranking of the varieties by order of slowest drying rate is Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1.

3.3. Kinetic modelling in the solar greenhouse dryer {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------------------------

The Student statistical test between the moisture content results of oven-dried products (all temperatures combined) and those dried in a solar greenhouse reveals a non-significant difference because all the p-values are greater than 5% ([@bib6]). This lack of significant difference makes it possible to set the following hypothesis that the kinetics of drying in the solar greenhouse follow the same mathematical model as the one in the oven. Therefore, the Verma et al. model, which best describes oven drying kinetics, can be implemented with solar greenhouse drying data. Prior to this implementation, as the temperature in the solar greenhouse is not stable during drying, determining the temperature dependence of the parameters of the drying kinetics best model on the different temperatures in the oven allows to develop a model integrating the variables time and temperature for the solar greenhouse drying.

The equation of the best drying kinetics model is:$$\mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{rpred},\mathbf{T},\mathbf{t}} = \mathbf{a}\mathbf{e}^{- \mathbf{kt}} + \left( {1 - \mathbf{a}} \right)\mathbf{e}^{- \mathbf{gt}}$$With "a", "k" and "g" being the parameters of the model whose evolution depending on the temperatures is presented in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 6Temperature-dependent evolution of the parameters of the Verma et al. best model for Galmi Violet Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties.Fig. 6

The kinetics drying constants "k" and "g", (s^−1^), increase overall with the four varieties drying temperature, except for the "k" values of the Safari variety in the temperature range from 55 °C to 60 °C. (multiplicative factor 0.98) and the Orient variety "g" value from the temperature 50 °C to that of 55 °C (multiplication factor 0.70).

The temperature sensitivity of the parameters "k" and "g" is reflected by multiplicative factors depending on the variety respectively between:➢1.13 and 1.24/1.13 and 1.21 for Galmi Violet;➢1.05 and 1.17/1.15 and 1.95 for Safari;➢1.13 and 1.25/1.10 and 1.29 for Gandiol F1;➢1.10 and 1.41/1.06 and 1.28 for Orient F1.

As for the "a" parameter, a dimensionless constant of the drying mathematical model, its evolution trend depending on the temperatures is irregular. The multiplicative factors for Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 are respectively between 0.84 to 1.22, 0.26 to 1; 0.52 to 1.14 and 0.70 to 3.41.

The trend curves of the parameters of the best Verma et al. model determined, by nonlinear regression, are second order polynomials. The equation of the parameters "a", "k" and "g" are presented in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6Equation of the parameters of the Verma et al. best model depending on the temperature.Table 6VarietyEquation of parameterDetermination coefficient (R^2^)$\mathbf{a} =$Galmi Violet$2.70010^{- 2}T^{2} - 3.190\ T + 102.883$0,915Safari$1.53310^{- 2}T^{2}\  - 2.344\ T + 89.873$0,847Gandiol F1$- \ 3.43210^{- 2}T^{2} + 3.919\ T - 100.312$0,912Orient F1$- \ 3.01210^{- 2}T^{2} + 3.659\ T\  - 105.02$00,625$\mathbf{k} =$Galmi Violet$8.335\ 10^{- 4}T^{2} - 0.078\ T + 2.294$0,999Safari$- \ 6.760\ 10^{- 5}T^{2} + \ 0.014\ T - 0.143$0,912Gandiol F1$3.23510^{- 4}T^{2} - 0.022\ T + 0.627$0,997Orient F1$- \ 4.76310^{- 4}T^{2} + 0.075\ T\  - 2.237$0,998$\mathbf{g} =$Galmi Violet$7.201\ 10^{- 4}T^{2} - 0.062\ T + 1.857$0,999Safari$4.31110^{- 3}T^{2} - \ 0.457\ T + 12.605$0,962Gandiol F1$7.65910^{- 4}T^{2} - 0.071\ T + 2.023$0,996Orient F1$1.71510^{- 3}T^{2} - 0.198\ T + 6.416$0,680

The trend curves equations of the parameters of the Verma et al*.* model depending on the temperatures indicate that a good correlation is observed with R^2^ values close to 1 (R^2^ between 0.915 and 0.999) except for the parameter "a" of the Orient F1 and the Safari varieties and the parameter "g" of the Orient F1 variety.

[Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolution of the experimental moisture content and the one predicted by the Verma et al. temperature-dependent model in the solar greenhouse.Fig. 7Evolution of the experimental reduced moisture contents and those predicted by the Verma et al. temperature-dependent model during the solar greenhouse drying.Fig. 7

All in all, it appears that the Verma et al. temperature-dependent model set for the solar greenhouse drying did not fit very well the experimental reduced moisture data. In fact, except for the Galmi Violet whose experimental curve seems identical to the one predicted, the dissimilarity is very pronounced for the three other varieties between 3 and 8 h of drying.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

The two best models, which describe the drying kinetics of the Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties, are the Page and Verma et al. models whatever the experimental temperatures.

Over the temperature range from 50 °C to 70 °C, the average R^2^ and χ^2^ (Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}) determined with the least-squares method make it possible to rank the Verma et al. as the best model (R^2^ 0.9873 to 0.9961 and χ^2^ 0.0005 to 0.0012) followed by the Page model (R^2^ 0.9772 to 0.9885 and χ^2^ 0.0004 to 0.0007) for the Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties, whereas the inverse ranking is observed for the Galmi Violet variety (R^2^ and χ^2^ averages respectively of 0.9862 and 0.0006 with the Page model and 0.9848 and 0.0010 with the Verma et al. model).

When we consider only the range from 55 °C to 65 °C, best drying conditions for the four onion varieties ([@bib6]), the comparison of the R^2^ average and χ^2^ average values obtained with these two best models rank the Verma et al. model before the Page model.

Moreover, the Student\'s statistical test indicates the absence of significant difference (p-value\> 5%) between the R^2^ and χ^2^ values obtained with the Page and Verma et al. models for all the varieties.

Thus, whatever the oven drying temperature, the Verma et al. model is the best model selected for all the varieties with R^2^ average and χ^2^ average respectively ranging from 0.9848 to 0.9961 and 0.0005 to 0.0012.

The ranking of the varieties in the order of least dispersion is Safari, Gandiol F1, Orient F1 and Galmi Violet; while in the order of best fit, the ranking is Safari, Orient F1, Galmi Violet and Gandiol F1.

Under the experimental conditions of this study, the Verma et al. model set for the four onion varieties drying kinetics is a two-term exponential model. The latter differs from that one term exponential model implemented by Sarsavadia in 2003 for onion drying kinetic.

Nevertheless, the expression of these two models shows that diffusion is one of the physical phenomena for water migration during onion drying process ([@bib20]; [@bib31]).

This difference is due to the drying complex phenomena which depend on the onion varieties, the climatic and experimental conditions, but also on the size of the samples.

The characteristic curves of the four onion varieties describe their behaviour on a macroscopic level, ignoring complex phenomena at the microscopic level and especially experimental conditions ([@bib38]). The appearance of the four onion varieties characteristic curves ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is identical to the one found in the literature for other plant products such as onion ([@bib20]; [@bib34]), mint leaves ([@bib37]), tomato ([@bib9]), and carrot ([@bib31]).

The capillary forces involved mainly in the water migration cause a rapid decrease of the four onion varieties drying rates in the initial stage (polymolecular water layer), then stabilization in the final stage to a value close to the equilibrium reduced moisture (Xreq 0.05 to 0.15 depending on the variety). In the final drying step hygroscopic water trapped inside the product diffuses slowly (water monolayer). Therefore, the drying characteristic curves equations are third degree polynomials ([@bib1]; [@bib9]; [@bib18]; [@bib31]; [@bib37]).

As for the modelling of the Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1varieties drying kinetics in the solar greenhouse, the Verma et al. model integrating the evolution of the parameters of the model depending on the solar greenhouse temperature does not indicate a perfect fit between the experimental values ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) and the predicted values calculated from [Eq. (9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the equation of the parameters ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}). Two major reasons seem to explain this shift in the solar greenhouse model:➢On the one hand, the temperature sensitivity of the parameters "a", "k" and "g" determined with nonlinear regression shows a regular trend for the drying kinetic constants "k" and "g", whereas the trend for the constant of the model "a" is irregular. For each 5 °C step temperature raise in the range of 50 °C to 70 °C, the multiplicative factors of "a", "k" and "g" vary respectively between 0.26 to 3.41/1.05 to 1.41/1.06 to 1.95 for the four onion varieties;➢On the other hand, the parameters of the model also depend on other experimental conditions particularly the solar greenhouse humidity ([@bib2]; [@bib30]; [@bib31]; [@bib33]; [@bib35]).

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

The empirical mathematical Verma et al*.* model, a two-parameter exponential model, is the model that best fits the oven drying kinetics of the Galmi Violet, Safari, Gandiol F1 and Orient F1 varieties with R^2^ average and χ^2^ average values of respectively 0.9848/0.0010; 0.9961/0.005; 0.9882/0.0012 and 0.9873/0.006. This model, validated on the drying kinetics performed at variable temperatures during the drying process in solar greenhouse, is not perfect between 3 and 8 h of drying because certain parameters of the model seem not to depend only on the temperature (R^2^ in the range of 0.625--0.847). This Verma et al*.* model, depending on the solar greenhouse temperature, is to be refined taking into account the influence of the relative humidity on the parameters of the model.

The Drying Characteristic Curves (DCCs) of the four varieties are described with third degree polynomials with R^2^ values (0.932--0.987) in the reduced moisture content range from 0.1 to 0.7, higher than the R^2^ values (0.719--0.819) in the reduced moisture content range from 0 to 1.

The critical reduced moisture content and the equilibrium reduced moisture content both deduced from the DCCs are respectively between 0.55 to 0.70 and 0.05 to 0.15. The Galmi Violet, with the slowest drying rate at all combined temperatures, is the limiting variety in case of simultaneous drying of the four varieties.
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